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The outbreak and emergence of the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic affected every
aspect of human activity, especially the transportation sector. Many cities adopted
unprecedented lockdown strategies that resulted in significant nonessential mobility
restrictions; hence, transportation network companies (TNCs) have experienced major
shifts in their operation. Millions of people alone in the USA have filed for unemployment in
the early stage of the COVID-19 outbreak, many belonging to self-employed groups such as
Uber/Lyft drivers. Due to unprecedented scenarios, both drivers and passengers experienced
overwhelming challenges that might elongate the recovery process. The goal of this study is to
understand the risk, response, and challenges associatedwith ridesharing (TNCs, drivers, and
passengers) during the COVID-19 pandemic situation. As such, large-scale crowdsourced
data were collected from online ridesharing forums (i.e., Uber Drivers) since the emergence of
COVID-19 (January 25–May 10, 2020). Word bigrams, word frequency heatmaps, and topic
models are among the different natural language processing and text-mining techniques used
to preprocess the data and classify risk perception, risk-taking, or risk-averting behaviors
associated with ridesharing during a major disease outbreak. Results indicate higher levels of
concern about economic disruption, availability of stimulus checks, new employment
opportunities, hospitalization, pandemic, personal hygiene, and staying at home. In
addition, unprecedented challenges due to unemployment and the risk and uncertainties
in the required personal protective actions against spreading the disease due to sharing are
among the major interactions. The proposed text-based data analytics of the ridesharing risk
communication dynamics during this pandemic will help to identify unobserved factors
inadvertently affecting the TNCs as well as the users (drivers and passengers) and identify
more efficient strategies and alternatives for the forthcoming “new normal” of the current
pandemic and the ones in the future. The study will also guide us toward understanding how
efficiently online social interaction outlets can be designed and implemented more effectively
during a major crisis and how to leverage such platforms for providing guidelines during
emergencies to minimize transmission of disease due to shared travel.
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INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

The emergence and outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-
19) affected every aspect of our daily lives. Wuhan, China, was
among the first of the cities that went through major lockdown
activities (December 2019); however, the disease continued to
spread. With time, the COVID-19 turned into a pandemic; hence
many cities adopted unprecedented lockdown strategies that
resulted in significant nonessential mobility restrictions. As
such, to prevent further spreading of the disease, many
countries and states have called for the temporal lockdown,
practicing physical distancing, restricting nonessential travel
and mass gathering, and closing different shops, schools, and
offices, among others. However, working from home and online
shopping have become more prominent, providing people with
new opportunities in terms of income and sharing economy.

The COVID-19 has created uncertainty and great depression,
the same magnitude as during the great depression of 1929–1933
and larger than the financial crisis of 2008-2009 (Baker et al.,
2020). In 2019, the Chinese national growth was 7.8% surpassing
the national average of 6.1%. But with the spreading of viral
disease, a lot of workers have evacuated from the city and
temporarily halted economic growth. Around 70,000 movie
theaters closed down and a lot of airlines declined flights to
and from China which is also hampering tourism and business
activities. Experts believe that the impact of COVID-19 on a
global scale could be huge as Chine contributes approximately
16.3% of the world’s GDP. Bloomberg economists believe that
without reaching the peak of infection the full impact of fatal
disease cannot be told (Ayittey et al., 2020). Uber being a new
form of business has a substantial impact on taxi drivers. Recently
taxi services have faced increased competition from digital ride-
hailing services such as Uber and the earnings of these taxi drivers
have reduced (Berger et al., 2018).

Transportation network companies (TNCs) have also
experienced major shifts in the way they operate (Amekudzi-
Kennedy et al., 2020). Around 30 million people alone in the USA
have filed for unemployment in the early stage of the COVID-19
outbreak, many belonging to self-employed groups such as Uber/
Lyft drivers (Neumann, 2020). The sharing economy (such as
ridesharing and resource sharing) is no longer the same and will
take humongous time and effort to recover fully (Toyama, 2020).
Due to unprecedented scenarios, both drivers and passengers
experienced overwhelming challenges that might elongate the
recovery process. For example, drivers are receiving fewer
opportunities to pick up passengers since the pandemic, and
such limited options could expose them to life-threatening risks
while carrying passengers who are asymptomatic or showingmild
symptoms while the availability of personal protective equipment
(PPE) is extremely limited (Brown, 2020). Likewise, passengers
are also experiencing dilemmas whether or not to use TNC
services and looking for options where less sharing is required.
Captive riders (i.e., people who do not own a vehicle) are suffering
from more adverse consequences compared to any other group.
To leverage this unprecedented situation, several agencies have
provided guidelines for ridesharing during COVID-19 (CDC,
2020; OSHA, 2020).

The goal of this study is to understand the risk, response, and
challenges associated with ridesharing (TNCs, drivers, and
passengers) during the COVID-19 situation. In this study, the
pandemic-induced occurrences that are affecting the normal day-
to-day ridesharing activities are considered as risks, the strategies
required to overcome this uncertain situation are deliberated as
responses, and the difficulties faced to implement the strategies
effectively are defined as challenges. As such, large-scale
crowdsourced data were collected from online ridesharing
forums (i.e., Uber Drivers) since the emergence of COVID-19
(January 25–May 10, 2020). Crowdsourcing is an act of a
company or institution in which functions are performed by
employees and a large network of undefined people in the form of
an open call (Howe, 2006). The method of building a dataset with
the help of a large group of people is called crowdsourced data
collection (Bank, 2020). Kraemer et al., 2017, had used
crowdsourced data for analyzing nationwide tobacco use
(Kraemer et al., 2017). Likewise, the Uber People forum
includes public interactions where forum participants share
their experiences by posting about their needs, concerns,
frustration, and satisfaction, i.e., the overall views on certain
topics to which others can react and provide feedback. Such
communications have further escalated due to COVID-19. We
used several natural language processing techniques to preprocess
the data and adopted text-mining approaches to classify risk
perception, risk-taking, or risk-averting behaviors associated with
ridesharing during a pandemic.

The proposed text-based data analytics of the dynamics in
ridesharing risk communication patterns during this pandemic
will help to identify unobserved factors inadvertently affecting the
TNCs as well as the users (drivers and passengers) and identify
more efficient strategies and alternatives for the forthcoming
“new normal” of the current pandemic and the ones in the future.
The study will also guide us toward understanding how efficiently
online social interaction outlets can be designed and
implemented more effectively during a major crisis and how
to leverage such platforms for providing guidelines during
emergencies to minimize transmission of disease due to shared
travel. The guideline will also help drivers, passengers, and the
people involved with TNCs to understand the specific things to
practice (e.g., personal hygiene) and works to be done (e.g.,
personal protective actions) during an unprecedented situation
like the COVID-19 pandemic, which will eventually allow more
audience-centric dissemination of ridesharing risk information in
real time through emerging social media platforms.

BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Considering sustainable transport networks, there is an
increasing activity which is reflected in an expanded range of
worldwide efforts to build and quantify sustainability in
transportation planning and infrastructure provision, in
particular important initiatives in North America. To
characterize the emergent thinking on what constitutes
transportation sustainability and how to measure it as there is
no standard definition for transportation system sustainability, it
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is largely being defined through impacts of the system on the
economy, environment, and society as well as the impacts of the
system on the natural environment (Mihyeon Jeon and
Amekudzi, 2005). Hence, ridesharing could be a sustainable
solution to increase the efficiency of the transportation
network by reducing the number of vehicles and their impact
on the environment.

In recent literature, researchers have focused on the sharing
economy during disasters, particularly shared mobility (Ahmed
et al., 2020b). Wong et al. clarified that the sharing economy
leverages the vacant aptitude and properties of people by using
cellular and Internet-based resources. Mobility and housing
sectors are notable examples in this regard (Wong et al.,
2018b). Li et al. addressed the productivity of shared mobility
providers in emergency situations and highlighted the increase of
TNCs such as Uber and DiDi (Li et al., 2018). Shaheen et al.
defined shared mobility as the shared use of motor vehicles or
other low-speed modes of transport that enables users to obtain
the necessary short-term access to transport (Shaheen et al.,
2017). Wong et al. suggested that the sharing economy is
relevant to transport and resource shelter in crises, as public
authorities still lack adequate resources during disaster and
shelter for all residents in emergency situations (Wong and
Shaheen, 2019).

The shared vehicles use high occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes
(if available) which can reduce the travel cost of riders and also
lower the emission rate which ensures a better environment. Song
et al. developed an evolving network design model that
simultaneously optimizes HOV and high occupancy toll
(HOT) lanes and the traffic congestion mitigation rate. The
social and environmental advantages of this demand
management approach are important (Song et al., 2015).
Another study emphasized a closed network queue model of
ridesharing systems, Didi, Lyft, and Uber, for example. In order to
maximize system-wide services, e.g., the availability of empty cars
when a passenger arrives, the emphasis was on empty car routing,
a process through which car flow in the network can be
monitored (Braverman et al., 2019). Moody et al. determined
the cogency, dependability, and invariance of the measurement
between social class discrimination and the rider-to-rider race.
This measure is then integrated into three model structures,
which link between discriminatory attitudes of rider-to-rider
and four different aspects of rides (Moody et al., 2019).

Social media is emerging as an efficient information
dissemination platform during emergency situations (Ukkusuri
et al., 2014; Roy et al., 2020a; Sadri et al., 2020) such as hurricanes
and pandemics (Ahmed et al., 2020a). Effective crisis
communication plays a salient role in social media to better
manage the disaster. Traditional media is primarily intended for
one-way communication whereas social media allows two-way
communication; hence, social media platforms are exclusively
different (Brown, 2015). Sadri et al. explained the critical role of
social media during a crisis by facilitating communication and
information dissemination to both evacuees and nonevacuees
during Hurricane Sandy (Sadri et al., 2017a; Sadri et al., 2018; Roy
et al., 2020b). Pender et al. explored the role of social media to
manage inadvertent transit network disruptions during

postdisasters which indicated that receiving real-time
information through social media allowed people to take
effective decisions in terms of traveling through alternative
routes (Pender et al., 2014). ICTs (Information and
Communication Technologies) are important to transportation
systems in providing travel information, preparation in planning,
transport modes sharing, operating at distances, comparing
transport costs, payment, changes in security, and safety as
well as communicating travel patterns (Gössling, 2018).

DATA DESCRIPTION

In this study, large-scale crowdsourced data were collected from
online ridesharing forums named Uber Drivers Forum since the
emergence of COVID-19 (January 25–May 10, 2020). Such
forums include public interactions where forum participants
share their experiences by posting about their needs, concerns,
frustrations, and satisfaction, i.e., the overall views on certain
topics to which others can react and provide feedback. Uber
drivers can switch to Lyft looking for passengers. Although this
platform name is “Uber Drivers Forum,” the forum also has a
section where Lyft drivers can interact using the Lyft subforum.
Such communications have further escalated due to COVID-19.
More specifically, the data were collected from three different
subforums named “Advice,” “Corona,” and “Lyft.” The data
extraction was done using the Google Chrome extension web
scrapper (WebScrapper, 2020). The web scrapper was designed
and implemented as such all discussions from these subforums
can be monitored and retrieved. This included all the comments
from all of the associated discussion pages in the text data format
along with time information. As such, the data included 6,464
texts from the Corona forum, 3,175 texts from the Lyft forum,
and 20,134 texts from the Uber Advice forum.

Some examples include the following: 1) What if coronavirus
ends up being similar to swine flu? It’s estimated that swine flu
killed over 12,000 people (March 26, 2020). 2) If you really want
to get totally Frustrated I recommend you apply for
unemployment. It’s a fate worse than waterboarding (April 13,
2020). 3) If I don’t get unemployment or the PPP loan I’ll be going
back to work soon. So I’ve been getting ready (April 19, 2020). 4)
This whole thing is one big scam! The people who really run this
world like the Rothschilds and Vanderbilts and the ones who run
the media are causing this panic so they can destroy the economy
(April 21, 2020). The data consisted of emoticon, punctuation,
prepositions, pronouns, and repeated words as view attachment,
click to expand which was cleaned for further analysis. The
authors used several natural language processing techniques to
preprocess the data and adopted text-mining approaches to
classify risk perception, risk-taking, or risk-averting behaviors
associated with ridesharing during a pandemic.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, the methodologies adopted in generating the data
analytics and infographics are explained briefly.
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Most Frequent Words and Temporal
Heatmaps of Word Frequency
Count the number of words that had been used in the forum and
sort the words based on their frequency for finding the most
frequent words which are popularly being used in natural language
processing. Again, temporal or time series is used frequently to
understand how internal patterns (trends or time series analysis)
have changed over time, for representing the corelation between
the most frequently used words in relevant Uber People forum and
the day of post origination. It illustrates the daily variation of the
most frequent words used in the forum. The temporal analysis
gives an insight into the variation of popular emerging trends as
well as the trends being obsolete over time.

Word Bigram Analysis
Word bigram is one of the concepts of natural language
processing where it searches for the probability of a pair of
words occurring next in a sequence of words. It can help
chunking pairs of words together to form single entities and
also predict the next word used in the forum. The word sequence
w1 . . . wN is separated from the sequence of text observations x1
. . . xT for which the posterior probability Pr (w1 . . . wN|x1 . . . xT)
achieves its maximum, which can be written as

argmax{Pr(w1 . . .wN |x1 . . . xT ) .Pr(x1 . . . xT |w1 . . .wN)},
w1 . . .wN ,

(1)

where Pr (x1 . . . xT|w1 . . .wN) is the conditional probability, given
the word sequence w1 . . . wN. Using the conditional probabilities,
we obtain the decomposition as

Pr(w1 . . .wN) � ∏
N

n�1
Pr(wn|w1 . . .wn−1). (2)

We can partition the vocabulary of size W in number G of
word classes. The category mapping can be written as G: w→ Gw,
mapping each word w of the vocabulary to its word class Gw. For
the word bigram (v,w), we use (Gv, Gw) for denoting the
corresponding class bigram. For maximum likelihood
estimation, the equation could be written as

Fbi(ß) � ∑
w

N(w)logN(w) + ∑
Gv ,Gw

log
N(Gv,Gw)

N(Gv)N(Gw). (3)

Fbi denotes bigram maximum likelihood; W denotes
vocabulary size; u, v, w, and x denote words in a running text;

N denotes training corpus size; ß denotes the number of word
classes (Martin et al., 1998).

Topic Model
The framework of the topic model is a mathematical model for
exploring the empirical themes or topics that exist in a set of
text-based data in natural language processing. This was first
explained by David Blei based on the simplest topic model
named Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA). The instinct behind
LDA is that the set of texts reveals numerous topics. A topic
model is used for the discovery of secret semantic structures in

text bodies, which is a recurrent data mining method. Clusters
of similar terms are the themes or topics created by topic
modeling technology. A topic model captures the instinct of
LDA in a mathematical system that allows a collection of
documents to be checked by defining possible subjects with
the balancing of the subjects of each document, which is based
on word statistics in each topic. This model can help us to
organize and provide insights from a vast collection of
disorganized texts (Blei, 2012).

Blei et al. applied the generative model to Dirichlet priors and
used variational Bayes to learn θ and φ by maximizing the
likelihood of the collection of terms (Blei et al., 2003).
Griffiths and Steyvers suggested the use of collapsed sampling
of Gibbs to allow an approximate conclusion by considering the
posterior distribution over word assignments to subjects or topics
P(z|w) (Griffiths and Steyvers, 2004). Summarizing the derivation
steps, the update function for a new topic assignment of a word in
the sampling process is expressed in the following:

P(z � t
∣∣∣∣z,w, α, β)∝

n(d, t) + α

n(d, t) + Tα
n(t,w) + β

n(t,w) +Wβ
. (4)

Here, n (t, w) is the number of assignments of word w in topic
t, and n (d, t) is the number of assignments of topic t in document
d; all counts exclude the current assignment z. The descriptions of
different variables are listed below: T � count of topics;W � count
of distinctive words; D � count of documents; N � count of
tokens; θ � D × T of probabilities; topic distribution in
documents; φ � T × W of probabilities; word distribution in
topics; α � D × T of α priors; Dirichlet prior for θ; β � T ×W of β
priors; Dirichlet prior for φ; w � N-Vector of word identity w;
words in documents; z � N-Vector of topic assignment z; topic
assignment of words (Lau et al., 2012).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS

The collected data have been processed and filtered for analyzing
the most frequent words, word generation over time heatmap,
topic modeling, and bigram model. The results and discussions
are presented in different subsections following the three different
forums we analyzed: 1) Corona forum, 2) Lyft forum, and 3) Uber
Advice forum.

Word Frequencies in Corona Forum
The 100 most frequent words from the Corona forum illustrate
concern about the global pandemic listed in Table 1, where
forum participants put more emphasis on the spreading of
coronavirus and the death tolls due to the pandemic through
the words like viruses, people, flu, China, sick, new, cases, lot,
and death, among others. The Corona forum started on 25
January when forum participants became more concerned
about the coronavirus; hence, such discussions increased.
We quoted an original post from this forum: “I was driving
a nice university student from China today. We had a great
conversation about the Flu, and as I dropped her off I learned
she was fromWuhan. This was a bit awkward, and I resolved to
remain sensitive to Chinese pax, especially to those that may
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have family in Wuhan (January 25, 2020).” Also, forum
participants were worried about their work which can be
seen from words such as work, economy, shut,
unemployment, money, need, and want, among others. We
quoted an original post from this forum: “Well when people
start to run out of money and food in two to three weeks. As the
unemployment servers have crashed. And looting starting to
happen in London and France, what will you do? (March 19,
2020).” Apart from that, health-related concerns were also
prominent which can be seen from words like medical,
government, die, infected, and anyone, among others.
Another related post from this forum is “We must also

understand that this situation is akin to war when it comes
to being able to trust what officials say. The old adage “Truth is
the first casualty of war” applies here. Take anything the
government admits to (China, USA, or whoever), and
multiply by 10. Or 100 (February 27, 2020).” Finally, the
importance of wearing a mask and the role of the
government to handle the pandemic got also noticed in the
conversations of this forum.

Word Frequencies in Lyft Forum
The 100 most frequent words were generated based on
discussions in the Lyft forum; however, the word Uber

TABLE 1 | Most frequent 100 words of Corona forum.

Word Freq Word Freq Word Freq Word Freq Word Freq

People 3,726 Work 824 Last 604 Chance 475 Risk 407
Virus 2,141 Back 792 First 577 Didn’t 470 Things 407
Coronavirus 1,614 Need 778 Deaths 572 Stay 469 Mask 406
Now 1,494 Take 749 Everything 571 Week 464 Stop 403
Going 1,432 Home 740 Got 563 Economy 464 Medical 401
Know 1,286 Cases 710 Keep 557 Making 459 Almost 401
Post 1,242 Good 704 Thing 554 Everyone 458 Long 398
Driving 1,217 World 702 Pay 552 Today 448 Point 393
Flu 1,148 Day 699 Rate 544 Die 445 Come 393
Uber 1,103 See 694 Weeks 537 Life 443 Trump 392
COVID19 1,048 New 692 Sick 532 Death 440 Next 392
Time 1,027 Anyone 684 Unemployment 530 Nothing 436 State 391
2020 987 Really 679 Car 515 Masks 434 Country 389
Go 947 Right 659 Years 513 Read 433 Shut 389
Automatically 939 Want 655 Infected 512 Around 433 Driver 388
Merged 917 Crazy 646 Health 504 Never 430 Use 387
Even 882 Way 630 Days 485 Year 427 Government 387
Drivers 875 Getting 615 Tell 482 Lot 421 Actually 385
China 860 Well 606 Already 481 Sure 420 Months 382
Many 844 Money 605 Better 476 Something 410 Maybe 378

TABLE 2 | Most frequent 100 words of Lyft forum.

Word Freq Word Freq Word Freq Word Freq Word Freq

Uber 1,223 Pay 409 Really 272 Stop 208 Accept 173
Ride 1,138 Got 407 Passenger 259 Hours 200 Call 172
Drivers 1,049 Way 404 Pick 259 Report 198 Fee 172
Go 877 Still 387 Well 259 Bad 197 Wait 166
Time 807 Want 385 Getting 250 Always 196 Yes 166
Driver 677 Think 377 Long 250 Paid 196 Already 164
Rides 657 Minutes 370 Day 248 Week 196 Either 164
Car 639 Never 368 Cancel 245 Night 190 Ping 163
Drive 620 Automatically 335 Home 243 Thing 189 Reason 163
Pax 612 Work 335 Times 243 Pickup 188 Made 162
Know 602 Money 330 Something 242 Job 186 Mode 161
Driving 595 New 324 Trip 237 Around 185 Rider 160
App 567 Right 312 Years 236 Anyone 184 Cash 154
Now 517 Merged 309 Keep 235 First 183 Company 154
People 509 Need 306 Actually 230 Phone 180 Look 154
Make 469 Good 292 Market 229 Business 178 Lot 154
Back 445 Away 290 Use 229 Destination 178 Email 153
Even 422 Many 289 Passengers 215 Tip 176 End 153
Post 420 Last 281 Problem 215 Let 175 Next 153
Take 413 Give 275 Someone 211 Rate 175 Probably 153
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revealed the highest prominence followed by words like ride
and drivers (Table 2). In addition, we see pax (meaning
passengers), people, and passengers, among others. It shows
the concern about the passengers or customers of TNCs who
are key contributors to the ridesharing economy. During this
corona crisis, forum participants also talked about being safe
from passengers. For example, this original post can add more
to that “Neither Lyft nor Uber is discussing the real issue here
which is informing passengers to travel with masks when
ordering rideshare service, I am sure most people have masks
by now (March 02, 2020).” This shows prior concerns about
the passengers long before steps taken by authorities and the
day when the national emergency was declared, i.e., March
13, 2020. Likewise, concerns about the drivers and rides
through words like driver, drive, rides, and rider were
found in the most frequent words. We quoted an original
post from this forum: “rarely get tips, long pick-ups for short
trips, seem to guarantee myself $5/hour if I take a Lyft trip
because between the pick-up time, waiting for the passenger
time (February 18, 2020).” Forum participants also discussed
the unemployment and adverse effects on business
continuity.

Word Frequencies in Uber Advice Forum
The top 100 most frequent words of Uber Advice forum
shows similarity with the Lyft forum (Table 3). Discussion
related to the virus, coronavirus, flu, covid19, case, deaths,
world, sick, infected, mask, and law, among others, were
found in the forum. We quoted an original post from Uber
Advice forum: “With all the recent media coverage of covid-
19, I decided to play it safe and start wearing a surgical face
mask when I drive. I’m stuck in an enclosed space all day with
all sorts of pax coming in” (Feb 17, 2020). The concern about
unemployment was found in their conversation through

words like unemployment, check, insurance, pay, job, find,
and money. We quoted an original post from this forum: “For
all the drivers who are happy sitting at home and not driving
while collecting unemployment, what’s going to happen as
the stay-at-home orders and social distancing orders get
lifted? (May 10, 2020).” The state emergency for COVID
19 number of rides reduced and a lot of drivers filed for
unemployment. Besides, forum participants were also
concerned about their insurances (health and car) in the
pandemic situation. For better understanding, the temporal
heatmap over time is generated.

Temporal Heat Map of Corona Forum
The most frequent word over the time of Corona forum, the
period of March 3 to April24, seems to have more frequency of
post and frequent words. The forum started on January 25 and
took a bit of time to be popular that is why we can observe the
first few days having less post on the left side of Figure 1. The
temporal heatmap also showed most discussion about people
used in the whole span of study. The discussion about mask
showed more frequency at the beginning of March and the
discussion reduced regarding personal hygiene. However, after
March 13, increased use of the word coronavirus shows
importance toward state emergency as shown in Figure 1.
The drivers also discussed their work-related topics like
work, time, money, getting, ride, car, rate, way, Uber, need,
and other related words. It is also found that health concern was
there and the following keywords over time have been seen
hospital, health, and life. It can be observed that forum
participants were talking about the need from late February
which could denote the need for more rides, employment, policy,
money, and other related words because forum participants
started panicking at this stage and ridesharing started to
decrease.

TABLE 3 | Most frequent 100 words of Uber Advice forum.

Word Freq. Word Freq. Word Freq. Word Freq. Word Freq.

Uber 9,601 Money 2,937 Years 2002 App 1,474 Law 1,264
People 5,645 Good 2,815 New 1930 Lot 1,458 Nothing 1,263
Car 5,185 Way 2,762 Rides 1923 Passenger 1,433 Tell 1,260
Time 4,829 See 2,698 Getting 1869 Actually 1,431 Paid 1,257
Drivers 4,267 Work 2,696 Sure 1843 Better 1,426 Put 1,246
Know 4,139 Want 2,666 Every 1839 Stop 1,424 Less 1,243
Now 3,725 Still 2,663 Long 1834 Insurance 1,404 Made 1,229
Driver 3,590 That’s 2,659 Someone 1812 Year 1,396 Anyone 1,227
Go 3,526 Need 2,619 Use 1803 Might 1,381 Business 1,201
Ride 3,435 Automatically 2,561 Last 1798 State 1,375 Hours 1,189
Make 3,380 Drive 2,550 May 1793 Trip 1,371 Days 1,185
Post 3,342 Never 2,483 Job 1785 Unemployment 1,360 Next 1,184
Think 3,340 Pay 2,470 Home 1769 Yes 1,341 Check 1,167
Back 3,284 Merged 2,453 Something 1735 Minutes 1,312 Look 1,166
Even 3,200 Much 2,422 First 1729 Things 1,296 Bad 1,158
Going 3,179 Lyft 2,360 Thing 1,607 Give 1,292 Already 1,143
Pax 3,144 Right 2,342 Service 1,592 Miles 1,288 Point 1,141
Driving 3,118 Day 2,288 Around 1,576 Find 1,284 Help 1,139
Take 3,020 Really 2,112 Keep 1,562 Call 1,281 Used 1,138
Got 3,014 Well 2020 Week 1,558 Anything 1,275 Times 1,129
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Temporal Heatmap of Lyft Forum
The temporal heatmap of the Lyft forum shows that the
distribution of the most frequent words is generated from
earlier days of the corona outbreak and after March 23, the
discussion reduced on this forum (Figure 2). An intensified
discussion related to ride has been seen after the state emergency
(March 13). In addition, the word cancel seems to be a popular
topic during this time which shows the concern of the drivers of
being unemployed. The heatmap of the Lyft forum also shows
tips being discussed at the beginning of February and then after
a long break from the end of March, the frequency of using tip
reappeared.

Temporal Heatmap of Uber Advice Forum
The temporal heatmap of the most frequent words of Corona
Advice forum shows discussion about the ride which was more
popular before March and later on the discussion reduced
(Figure 3). Likewise, it is interesting to see that around the
23rd to 27th of every month, forum participants talk about
law a lot and for the rest of the month, the topic is not
discussed that much. The forum participants of the Uber
Advice forum have reduced talking about tips after March 17
and it could be the reason for the economic impact on every
aspect of people. Riders were more concerned about their trips
than tips, which may reflect why people reduced using Uber.

FIGURE 1 | Heatmap of Corona forum.
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The frequent word may not show the full picture of the topic
being discussed. The pair of words demonstrates a better
understanding of the topic being discussed in the forum. We
have added a bigram analysis of these three forums.

Word Bigram Analysis of Corona Forum
The bigrams generated from the discussion of the Corona forum
indicated that people held the most central position in the word
bigram network (Figure 4). However, this coexisted with words
like many, die, lot, going, get, and need, among others. Likewise,
we can see that forum participants in Corona forum were talking

about COVID 19, confirmed cases, confirmed infected, common
cold, swine flu, hand sanitizer, positive tested, get sick, stay home
which represents COVID 19 related infection, protection by
maintaining personal hygiene, and awareness to stay at home.
Again, forum participants were also talking about death rate,
mortality rate, public health, health care, toilet paper, social
distancing, immune system, New York, wash hands,
coronavirus, and two weeks, among others. With the corona
crisis, people started panic buying too and a lot of products hand
sanitizer and toilet paper which were the most common items in
panic buying also came into the discussion in the Corona forum.

FIGURE 2 | Heatmap of Lyft forum.
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New York had faced furious spreading of corona disease
compared to other states and that is why this location is also
found in the forum discussion.

Word Bigram Analysis of Lyft Forum
The bigrams generated from the discussion of the Lyft forum
indicated that Lyft held the most central position in the word
bigram network (Figure 5). However, this coexisted with words
like app, Uber, and driver, among others. Likewise, the word
ride was another highly central word that coappeared with
words like accept, cancel, requests, and share, indicating a high
degree of concern about the challenges in requesting and
canceling rides through Lyft. Other clusters of words
indicated discussions on estimated arrival time (ETA),

ratings of Lyft performance, dashboard camera, and
locations such as San Francisco.

Word Bigram Analysis of Uber Advice
Forum
Uber held the most central position in word bigram analysis of
the Uber Advice forum (Figure 6). However, this word is
found with the pair of the driver, drivers, support, Lyft,
another, and driving which can be interpreted as Uber
driver, Uber drivers, Uber Lyft, another Uber, Uber
driving, and so on. Likewise, unemployment benefits,
unemployment insurance, and insurance company show
the discussion about seeking opportunities during crisis

FIGURE 3 | Heatmap of Uber Advice forum.
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moments and also show that people were trying to play safe
during COVID-19 by filing unemployment so that they can
have at least some benefits from authorities. The forum
participants of the Uber Advice forum were also talking
about their job status whether their job is part-time or full-

time. Again, these pair of words such as get paid, get car, could
get, get deactivated, get back, back seat, car seat, and front seat
illustrate participants ride experience. Similar to the Lyft
forum, the dashboard camera is also found in the
discussion of the Uber Advice.

FIGURE 4 | Bigram of Corona forum.

FIGURE 5 | Bigram of Lyft forum.
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The set of words used in the forum can also be found using
topic model analysis. We have analyzed the Corona forum for
topic modeling. The topic model is a statistical model to identify
the abstract topics in a text document (Ahmed et al., 2020c).

We have analyzed the post from January 25 to May 10 for the
different number of topics and found that 18 topics have the
highest coherence value as shown in Figure 7. That is why we
selected 18 topics for topic model analysis.

In Table 4, we have listed the interaction patterns from the
topic model analysis. From topic 1, the rate of hospitalization is
observed which is very high in the US. In topic 4, the set of
words (people, death, flu, rate, and cases) is a clear discussion

about the spreading of corona disease as well as deaths.
Discussion about people getting flu symptoms, increasing
death rate, flu cases, and death cases is also found in the
forum. Stay home order is another discussion (topic 5) from
the following word set virus, people, home, just, and stay where
people were told to stay at home to reduce the spreading of the
virus. With the increment of unemployment, people are also
thinking about employment creation (topic 9) so that skilled
and immune people can have jobs and utilize their time on
economic development.

Due to COVID19, forum participants are more concerned
about personal hygiene (topic 11) which can reduce the
spreading of the virus. It is recommended to wash hands, not
to touch the face, and to wear a mask so that the virus cannot
spread from one person to another. Likewise, the set of words
mask, hand, face, virus, and can is taken as personal hygiene. In
topic 12, people are talking about unemployment, will get, Uber,
and pay. This set of words may have appeared for a stimulus
check. As the US government has assigned stimulus checks for
the people from the emergency fund, Uber drivers may discuss
the chance of getting payment and filing for unemployment.
Another topic discussed that Donald Trump was quoting about
China (topic 13). In recent times, we have seen President Trump
mentioning China as the origin of the virus (topic 8) as well as
the pandemic.

Topic 15 emphasized economic collapse from the set of words
debt, trillion, money, billion, and dollar. As every aspect of life is
being affected by the pandemic, the economy is also falling apart.
Billions of dollars are being lost continuously due to corona

FIGURE 6 | Bigram of Uber Advice forum.

FIGURE 7 | Coherence of topics of topic model analysis of
Corona forum.
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disease. Again, medical capacity (topic 7) and COVID-19
symptoms and testing (topic 16) are also being discussed in
the forum. With the exponential increment of the number of
cases in the United States, hospitals have been oversaturated with
patients with corona symptoms and the government is trying to
increase the capacity of the hospital and medical facilities to fight
against the corona disease.

Due to the pandemic, small business owners are the most
affected and specifically the restaurant businesses (topic 17). In
the forum, people were focusing to help these restaurants as much
as they can. In the last topic, we found a profile in the forum
named waldowainthrop who posted about the misinformation
spreading during the pandemic (topic 18). A false number of
cases and deaths, misguidance about wearing masks, and an
ambiguous statement about the life span of the virus on
different surfaces were the main discussions from this profile.

LIMITATION OF THE STUDY

The Uber Drivers Forum mostly consists of ridesharing drivers’
posts related to various issues. But there is no prior
authentication required for using this forum. Anyone can
post, share, and react without being the actual ridesharing
user. Especially, the forum insists user not to use their real
name for registering. The dataset used and analyzed for this
study may have such posts that may not be from ridesharing
users. We assumed that such users are very limited or negligible.
The datasets also consist of the driver who is spending their time
in this forum either reacting or posting but a lot of drivers may
not use this forum or post being busy on their works. The forum
post may reflect idle drivers’ thoughts, opinions, and other
activities and may not reflect the busy drivers’ activities who
did not spend time on such forums. However, the timespan we
considered in this analysis also consists of less demand for
ridesharing and thus most of the drivers fall almost in the same
category based on their work pressure.

CONCLUSION

The emergence and outbreak of the novel coronavirus (COVID-
19) affected every aspect of our daily lives. TNCs have also
experienced major shifts in the way they operate. With time,
the COVID-19 turned into a pandemic; hence, many cities
adopted unprecedented lockdown strategies that resulted in
significant nonessential mobility restrictions. Around 30
million people alone in the USA have filed for unemployment
in the early stage of the COVID-19 outbreak, many belonging to
self-employed groups such as Uber/Lyft drivers. The sharing
economy (such as ridesharing and resource sharing) is no
longer the same and will take humongous time and effort to
fully recover. Due to unprecedented scenarios, both drivers and
passengers experienced overwhelming challenges that might
elongate the recovery process.

The goal of this study is to understand the risk, response, and
challenges associated with ridesharing (TNCs, drivers, and
passengers) during the COVID-19 pandemic situation. As
such, large-scale crowdsourced data were collected from online
ridesharing forums (i.e., Uber Drivers) since the emergence of
COVID-19 (January 25–May 10, 2020). We used several natural
language processing techniques to preprocess the data and
adopted text-mining approaches to classify risk perception,
risk-taking, or risk-averting behaviors associated with
ridesharing during a pandemic. Few interesting results are
listed as follows:

• Crisis communication before and after state emergency for
COVID-19 shows intensive discussion on global pandemic
and concern about unemployment.

• Out of frustration, forum participants indicated corona to
be a hoax and blamed the media and others for
misreporting it.

• Participants also discussed possible unemployment
scenarios and the adverse effects on business continuity
due to pandemic.

TABLE 4 | List of topics from topic model analysis of Corona forum.

Topic no. Words Topic title

1 Hospital, just, know, people, and one Hospitalization
2 People, will, get, can, and don Mass people
3 Post, automatically, merged, mar, and apr Automatic post
4 People, death, flu, rate, and case Death due to spreading
5 Virus, people, home, just, and stay Stay home
6 View, attachment, today, got, and day Attachments
7 Will, country, medical, two, and health Medical capacity
8 China, infected, case, confirmed, and supply Origin of virus
9 Make, time, job, people, and skilled New employment opportunity
10 Coronavirus, www, com, virus, and COVID Pandemic
11 Mask, hand, face, virus, and can Personal hygiene
12 Unemployment, will, get, Uber, and pay Stimulus check
13 Trump, China, country, president, and com Trump quoting China
14 Uber, driver, car, ride, and driving Uber driver
15 Debt, trillion, money, billion, and dollar Economic disruption
16 Test, virus, coronavirus, glove, and symptom Testing and symptoms
17 Good, new, now, restaurant, and thread Restaurant business
18 Filter, car, yeah, waldowainthrop, and wonder Misinformation
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• Interactions on tipping drivers became less prominent after
the declaration of a national emergency, which is indicative
of less priority and concern about such activities.

• Awareness of actions required for reducing the risk by the
minimal spreading of viruses such as wearing masks and
personal sanitization was among the prevalent forum
discussions. However, there was no evidence that
indicates any concern about enforcing such actions.

• Unemployment insurance and benefits were also found to
have appeared in the discussions among the forum
participants.

• Participants also discussed their experiences of resource
constraints such as hand sanitizer and toilet papers.

• Economic disruption, stimulus check, unemployment,
employment opportunity, and staying at home were
among the emergent topics discussed by the forum
participants. Such topics contribute to the adverse
consequences of shared mobility due to a pandemic.

The proposed text-based data analytics of dynamics of the
ridesharing risk communication patterns during this pandemic
will help to identify unobserved factors inadvertently affecting the
TNCs as well as the users (drivers and passengers). It will also
help to identify more efficient strategies and alternatives for being
accustomed to the forthcoming “new normal” of the current
pandemic and the ones in the future. The insights of this study
can be helpful to agencies and practitioners to leverage social
sharing platforms for more efficient information dissemination to
drivers and passengers. In addition, this can support heightened
risk perception for minimal transmission of disease due to shared
travel to identify more efficient strategies and alternatives for the
forthcoming “new normal” of the current pandemic and the ones
in the future. However, the crowdsourced data used in this study

had limited location information that prevented capturing the
spatial variations of such online interactions.
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